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 mts files created with Pro Tools and also allows you to import Pro Tools files for both .wav and .aiff output. AudioSuite Pitch
'n Time Pro is a very versatile tool. It has a GUI and extensive help file which describe most of the features that it provides. The
pitch-shifting is accurate in 32 kHz bands that are located in the center of the audio spectrum. It sounds very natural, because it
uses the same way of time-stretching with the same qualities as Spectral Fluid Stretcher. The resolution of the pitch shifting in
time is not limited to 32 kHz but is unlimited and up to 128 kHz if there is no audio content in the band. Overview AudioSuite
Pitch 'n Time Pro comes in 2 versions: Pitch 'n Time Pro Pro and Pitch 'n Time Pro Standard. The difference between these

versions is mostly the audio content that can be pitched. AudioSuite Pitch 'n Time Pro Pro is a Professional version of the .mts
file format audio plug-in for .mts files. AudioSuite Pitch 'n Time Pro Standard is a Standard version of the .mts file format

audio plug-in for .mts files. Supported file types Pro Tools .mts files, Pro Tools .wav files, Pro Tools .aiff files, Audacity .wav
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files and Audacity .aiff files. Supported language English (United States). Supported platforms Mac OS X, Windows Plug-in
features GUI and GUI/F1 Keys in 32 kHz bandwidth With 32 kHz bandwidth, the GUI has button and key that allow you to:

Auto-select 32 kHz bands, Select the center of each of the 32 kHz bands (if there is no audio content), Select the end of each of
the 32 kHz bands (if there is no audio content). GUI and GUI/F1 Keys in unlimited bandwidth With unlimited bandwidth, the
GUI has button and key that allow you to: Select the end of each of the 32 kHz bands (if there is no audio content), Select a
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